Cost of forced selling of USD 10 million

- Transaction costs across all regions continued to decrease over the past week for both investment-grade and high-yield corporate bonds.
- The quoted-price uncertainty appears to have flattened out at a highly elevated level, meaning that prices quoted by different dealers for the same asset have an unusually wide range, making it hard to pinpoint the true market price.
- The levels of most liquidity indicators are still significantly worse than at the peak of the December 2018 high-yield sell-off. An exception to this observation is the market depth, which appears to have recovered to pre-crisis levels for corporate bonds.
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Cost of forced selling of USD 10 million

- Transaction costs for bank loans have continued to slowly decrease since last week. Both the bid-ask spreads and the market impact components have decreased.
- The market depth for U.S. bank loans has continued to recover and a modest increase was observed for non-U.S. bank loans as well.
- The decreasing trend in the quoted-price uncertainty has halted. The dispersion of quoted prices has increased slightly for U.S. bank loans.
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